Lesson Three
A Story about Newton
I . Comprehension
A. Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer :

1. Newton was working on a very difficult problem .He didn't leave the problem to go to breakfast
because he was …………… .
a) busy
b) angry
c) tired
d) hungry
2. The servant put the egg near Newton's watch and said , " you must boil it for five minutes . " It"
refers to …………….
a) the watch
b) the servant
c) the table
d) the egg
3. Newton was boiling his watch because he ……………… .
a) didn't like his watch
b) wanted to buy a new one
c) often forgot small things
d) wanted to test his watch
4. The servant left the room but she was afraid that . . ……. .
a) Newton might boil the egg more than five minutes
b) Newton might boil his watch
c) the egg wasn't enough for Newton's breakfast
d) Newton might forget to eat the egg

B. Cloze test :
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Fill in the blanks with the best choice :

One of the . . (5) . . Englishmen who . . (6) . . lived was Isaac Newton. Few men of that time were
greater or wiser that Newton, but he often . . (7) . . small thing. One morning he . . (8) . . very early
because he was working on a very difficult . . (9) . .. He did not leave the problem to . . (10) . . to
breakfast.
5 .a) largest
6. a) evening
7. a) forgot
8. a) left
9. a) story
10. a) eat

b) greatest
b) even
b) worked
b) died
b) place
b) go

c) longest
c) every
c) stopped
c) got up
c) time
c) have

d) smallest
d) ever
d) learned
d) slept
d) problem
d) make

II. Vocabulary
A. Complete the sentences with your own words :
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11. A person who works for others at home. She cleans rooms and washes the dishes. She's a(n)
.................. .
12. You need to have it when you go shopping . It's ………… .
13. A ……………. is a small bag in your clothes for carrying things .
14. The water …………. in 100 centigrade.
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B. Fill in the blanks with the words given :
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long – solve – forget – leave – reach – found – return

15. Always ………… things where you can find them again .
16. Will you help me to …………. this problem ?
17. We must ………… these books to the library.
18. Keep boiling water out of ………. of the children.
19. My mother told us a ………... story about animals.
20. She returned about an hour later and ……….. Newton standing by the fire.

C. Find the meaning of underlined words :
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21. Please leave your book on the table .
22. 1 don't remember the day I met you in the park
23. Fixing this car was not difficult .
24. When does he return from work?
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a) go
b) come back
c) forget
d) easy
e) put

learn more about synonyms and antonyms :
few = not many
by = beside = near
land = ground
leave = put = go
boiling = very hot
solve = find answer to a problem

outside # inside
clean # dirty
anybody # everybody
later # soon
wise # stupid
find # lose
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D. Choose the correct answer :
25. He couldn't talk with his father because he was very ……………… .
a) happy
b) heavy
c) ready

d) angry

26. The hottest season of the year is .... ..... .
a) summer
b) winter

c) autumn

d) spring

27. Do you . . . . what we learned in class yesterday?
No, I don't. I forgot them.
a) understand
b) believe

c) remember

d) find

28. We keep matches out of . . . . of young children.
a) rest
b) reach

c) work

d) date

29. A large …………. boys can answer the difficult question .
a) person
b) part
c) number

d) share
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III. Grammar :
comparison with as + adjective + as + ………
comparison with …… er than
A. Complete the sentences with the correct form of words :
"- % '
30. Our pencils are both short. My pencil is ………… yours . ( short)
31. The man is …………… than the woman . ( tall )
32. This shirt is size 28. That shirt is size 28. This shirt is.............. that shirt

(
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(large)

B. Choose the correct answer :
33. Ahmad writes a letter as …………. as his father .
a) good
b) best

c) well

d) better

34. "Is Ali a clever boy?" "Yes, he is ………. his brother."
a) cleverer
b) as clever as
c) as cleverer

d) clever as

35. My parents are both 70. My father is …………… my mother .
a) older than
b) as old as
c) younger than

d) the oldest

36. " It is really hot in Tehran in summer. "
a) hotter than
b) as hot as

d) colder than

" But, Ahvaz is . . . . Tehran in summer. "
c) hot as
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37. " I am 15 years old, How old are you? "
" I am older . . . . you."
a) as
b) of

c) and

C. Look at the picture and answer the questions :

d) than
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38. Which one is taller ?

39. Is Bob as fat as Jim ?
No, …………………………………. .

D. Put the words in the right order :
40. expensive – my watch – as – one – is – that – as – .
41. than – know – a car – faster – you – a plane – do – is – ?

Bob
*9 (

Jim
:
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IV . Language Function
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Match the groups of sentences :
42. How many are there in your family ?
43. What does your father do ?
44. Do you come from a large family ?
44. What's your mother ?

a) They are from England
b) She teaches Physics .
c) There are eight .
d) He's a baker .
e) No , we're only three .

V. Pronunciation
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Which word has the different vowel sounds ?
45. a) old
46. a) touch
47. a) but

b) come
b) outside
b) cut
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c) enjoy
c) cloud
c) put
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d) store
d) about
d) cup

VI. Reading Comprehension
Read the passage and answer the questions :
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Mary works in an office, Five days a week . She gets up early in the morning . She eats her breakfast
quickly and then leaves home. She gets on a bus and goes to the office. There, she types the letters and
does other things. At lunch time, she goes to a restaurant near the office. She sometimes goes to the
shops to buy something or to look at the things in the shop-windows. At 5:30 Mary's office hours end
and she goes home by taxi. She lives with her parents. They are old and need her help. They are really
lucky to have such a nice and kind daughter.
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48. Where does Mary work?
49. How many days a week does she work?
50. Where does she eat lunch when she is at work ?

51. Mary comes back home by bus.
a. True
b. False
52. She can rest at home two days a week.
a. True
b. False

